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**re + treat** |🤧'

verb [ intr. ]

- move back or withdraw, esp. so as to remove oneself from a difficult or uncomfortable situation: “the advent of a dam forced the community to have to retreat from their current environment”.

- change one’s decisions, plans, or attitude, as a result of criticism from others: “given the effect on rural communities the Highlands Water Authority have retreated from their position on the relocation of communities”.

- to change ones view of something and apply a renewed process or a substance to (something) to protect or preserve it or to give it particular properties: “re-treating their approach to relocating communities could turn the threat of the dam into opportunities for the local peoples”.

noun

- a quiet or secluded place in which one can rest and relax: “by proposing a hotel retreat, the tourism intervention provides a new source of income for the community”.

Abstract

“A critically regionalist approach to ever changing environments, the scheme questions current policies that negatively affect locals with regards to a dam development in a remote area of Lesotho. In so, it proposes a framework in which the various communities affected by the dam can utilise new and existing resources to realign their livelihoods to one that ties in with the development. Within this framework, a hotel/lodge is proposed as an income generating initiative that capitalises on the new dam and the Maluti Mountains as tourist attractions”. 
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This thesis aims to create an architectural vision for the economic and cultural evolution of Lesotho’s rural communities. It acknowledges the contemporary and regards environmentally sensitive/responsive design as essential. The thesis methodology follows a critical-regionalist approach to unravel the site’s inherent organizational and operational complexities.

A hotel retreat is envisioned within a resettlement framework. The development is driven by the hypothesis that an environment has the ability to adapt to changing circumstances without losing its character. Therefore the thesis strives to develop an architecture true to the region, wherein the spirit of place would play a quintessential role in defining its very identity and meaning.

In proposing a resolution for existing problems and fostering the intrinsic potentials of the site, the thesis offers a basis for communities to act collectively in developing their environments.

Adapted from CVETKOVIĆ, S. (2006). Towards a healthy architecture, Watloo, Ontario, Canada: University of Watloo
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The thesis is to be read as two parts of a single investigation. Part 1 [chapters 1-5] represents the objective component of the thesis. The chapters address the academic research component of the study. The information gathered supports and informs the approach to the intervention as explored in part 2. Part 2 [chapters 6-10] flows from part 1 in a subjective account of the progression through the design. The reader is guided through a process of the authors investigation, design and ultimate summation with respect to the hypothesis as later outlined.

The thesis is introduced by outlining the problem in broad terms. Thereafter, a brief to approach the problem is conceived. Broad aims and objectives are set in place and a methodology to guide the research is suggested [chapter 1]. The problem is explored in greater depth highlighting the pitfalls to current responses within the particular scope as well as in cases with similar circumstances. The problem is further unpacked by discerning and classifying problems and addressing them through aims and objectives, further building on the brief [chapter 2].

The research methodology presents a way forward, which is then, pursued in subsequent chapters, gathering and scrutinizing information to best dictate a comprehensive response [chapters 3 4 and 5]. The culmination of influential factors - historical, social, economic as well as theoretical responses relative to architecture are then applied to a site analysis [chapter 6] to come up with an appropriate response [chapter 7].

A design framework is proposed that counteracts the impacts of the impending displacement. Within the framework, a specific design intervention is focused on [i.e. the hotel retreat].
Development in the third world has resulted in hardship for many people. Historically, colonization has been the main force behind this hardship, where oppressive structures and exploitation have crippled underdeveloped nations, forcing them to try to catch up with their first-world counterparts. In this endeavour, diplomatic ties have facilitated funding to develop impoverished countries and bridge the divide between the first and third worlds. More often than not, common gain is in the interest of both the developed and developing nation.

One such initiative is the Lesotho Highlands Water Project [later referred to as LHWP], a collaborative project embarked on by the governments of Lesotho and South Africa. Ground-breaking in magnitude, this first-of-its-kind project proposes a series of dams in Lesotho that would supply water to South Africa and hydroelectric power to Lesotho. The project is primarily funded by the World Bank, which funds are then used to develop the water rich, yet underdeveloped nation of Lesotho [LHWP project overview, 2009].

However, in the midst of this development, the people of the Highlands where the dams are located are negatively impacted, and threads of culture and community have become displaced in this ever-urbanizing fabric. Marginalized rural communities are forsaken and their identity is lost. As a consequence, people of rural areas have fallen victim to an urban lifestyle characterized by a struggle for economic sustainability. It has therefore become necessary to engage and negotiate the tensions resulting from the transition from the rural to the global. This can be achieved through an architecture that is true to the region.

The thesis focuses on a number of communities which, to varying degrees, are affected by the building of a dam, resulting in their environment being inevitably transformed. Compelled to adjust, these communities are left few options. It is the opinion of the author that current frameworks implemented for relocation and compensation are inappropriate and an alternative is thus proposed.

Propose a development framework that coincides with the development of the dam and counteracts the displacement of the local people. Design, as a response to the dam development, an intervention that sustains and enriches the way in which the local people adapt to their new circumstances.
Figure 006. [ABOVE]
"mind map" outlining the situation where the circumstances as highlighted in the background and context are experienced and the possible avenue for intervention.
Aims and objectives

The project aims to remunerate locals through a process-driven initiative that occurs concurrently with the construction of the dam. The objective is to have the community act collectively in negotiating a reinvention of their village—a reinvention that takes their sense of belonging and their cultural values into consideration. This would result in a village that refocuses resources and the current lifestyle of the people to align with the change in their environment.

The objective is to reconcile tradition and progress, and turn the threat posed by the development of the dam into an opportunity.

Problem statement

How can development incorporate and remunerate the local peoples of rural environments to sufficiently empower them to make decisions that cultivate and enrich their environments and in the process allow them to develop an architectural language with an honest vernacular?

Research Methodology

|Analysis|
Site, locals through interviews and consultation,
historical context, theoretical premise and precedent studies

|Synthesis|
Information pertinent to comprehensive evaluation of parameters of project

|Design guidelines|
Clearly defined influential elements that inform the design

|Intervention|
Approach to unraveling highlighted problems through established criterion

|Implementation|
Pragmatic application of all research complied
Premise Background

The Lesotho Highlands Water Project (LHWP) was designed as a water delivery scheme between the governments of South Africa and Lesotho and is one of the five largest dam-development projects currently under construction in the world. Based on a treaty signed in 1986, the $8 billion project is funded in part by the World Bank, the African Development Bank, the European Community, and several European funding agencies, and implemented by the parastatal Lesotho Highlands Development Authority (LHDA) in Lesotho.

The water delivery scheme will include five dams linked to cross-national tunnels constructed in four phases over a period of 30 years (1987-2017). Three dams (Katse, ‘Muela, and Mohale) have been completed and two others (Pulihali, formerly Mashai and Tsoelike) are currently in the formative phases (see Fig 005).

The first objective of the LHWP is to sell, transfer and deliver water from Lesotho’s Senqu River and its tributaries to the Gauteng industrial region of South Africa (which includes Johannesburg). In return, South Africa was estimated to pay approximately $55 million in royalties to Lesotho each year; however, recent reports show that Lesotho has received closer to $18 million in average annual revenues because water levels were below initial projections. The second objective is to create a hydro-electric power station allowing Lesotho to generate electricity domestically. In addition, an important documented obligation of the project is to not worsen the current standards of living of those affected by the project [Elsevier 2008].

The second phase (dams Pulihali and Tsoelike) will soon be underway. The Pulihali dam, the setting of the design intervention, is planned to be built in “Tloa re Bue” (meaning “move, let us speak”), 30 minutes outside of Mokhotlong, a remote town in the highlands of Lesotho. The
dam stands to displace some of the local people who live in the valley that will become the flooded catchment area. As part of the project, people living within the flood plain will be relocated. In addition, they will be offered remuneration packages as compensation for the loss of their land. In rural communities, land is considered to be the peoples livelihood; their dependence on it is a reflection of its importance in rural societies.

The remuneration packages are supposed to be more than compensatory. It is intended that the relocated parties (often households) should be in a better position after relocation than before. The packages comprise grain issued annually per household for a term of 50 years. This is calculated at a rate of 10 000 kg per hectare of land. It comprises 70% mealie and 30% other grains as per dietary suggestion. Alternatively, the equivalent monetary value could be disbursed. In the case of the housing component, a house is built for the family unit in a location of their choice.

Certain individuals opt to move to the capital city Maseru, the capital city in search of better opportunities, whilst others choose to stay in the highlands. [Elsevier 2008]

Those who opt to move to the city often choose to have homes built in areas that are unfamiliar to them. They subsequently experience difficulty in financing their new urban lifestyles. The houses that are built for the relocated families are meant to conform to the status of other inhabitants of the chosen suburb. However, having chosen the monetary compensation, relocatees may not be able to sustain their households in respect of the adjusted leap in lifestyle. The remuneration package then becomes defeatist, where the resettlers are now living beyond their means. A fortunate few have the ingenuity to have a house built in the city while they remain in the Highlands. The city property is leased and in turn generates an income. However, being in the Highlands, the property in the city becomes difficult to manage and tenants often take advantage of the situation.

Those who remain in the Highlands join other villages and opt for the grain package, living within their means while selling some of their grain to buy other amenities. However, as family size increases the grain cannot support all members. Families are then forced to look for alternative means to support themselves. Not owning land in the new village makes it difficult to farm sustainably. Also, dependence on the grain stifles growth. People often develop a sense of conplacency as they await their monthly grain packages. Once more the remuneration package becomes counterproductive.

[Interview Phakisi: January 2009]
The building of dams and their developmental impact have been the subject of much debate over the past ten decades. The focus of an assessment of the pros and cons ranges from the physical and ecological impacts to socio-economic factors such as the geographical distribution of electrical power and water resources, the administrative decision-making process, the inclusion of relevant stakeholders, and, in particular reference to the problem at hand, the relocation and resettlement of displaced inhabitants as well as the inherent disruption of social, cultural, and economic life in communities affected by dam construction.

One major example of the social impacts that large dams have is the Aswan Dam in Egypt. The Aswan Dam, a rock-fill dam across the Nile River, was completed in 1970. The dam necessitated the relocation of approximately one million Egyptian peasants and Sudanese Nubians. These people lost their homeland and were dispersed to the ‘less fertile’ government lands in Upper Egypt and Eastern Sudan. In addition to peoples losing their homes, the loss to historians and archaeologists worldwide was immense, where great Nubian monuments and historical sites were submerged and lost forever, despite ambitious rescue operations (UNESCO).

In terms of the ecology, the amount of productive land on the banks was increased, but where the annual floods used to bring rich, fertile silt down the river, there is now the danger of the Nile soil becoming unfertile.

However, the Aswan Dam does have its benefits: the annual Nile flood is now controlled by man, and the flood water is impounded to irrigate thousands of new acres of land. In addition, the dam generates enormous amounts of hydro-electricity, and the reservoir supports a flourishing fishing industry.

[Aswan Case Study, 2001]

It seems that in spite of massive benefits there seems to be a need for a more comprehensive study of resettlement schemes and their adverse effect on ecology and cultural heritage. It necessitates the need for a more comprehensive approach to development and its inherent impact on rural environments.
Although smaller in scale, the Lesotho Highlands Water Project has internally taken the decision to amend and reconfigure its policies to become more encompassing. As it is phased, policy implementation is monitored and adjusted in subsequent phases. In Phase 1A in particular, the affected people were moved up or downhill to make way for related dam construction activities such as power lines and road alignments. The valleys had previously been used mostly for farming and grazing purposes. Social impact assessment reports reflected that, while villagers embraced the new infrastructure, they expressed a sense of distrust and disappointment with the substance and execution of policy [refer to addendum ‘A’ Elsevier 2008 for more details]. Phase 1B proved to be more complex and subsequently required a more comprehensive policy that in many ways attempted to correct the shortcomings of policy as per Phase 1A.

In this case, specifically the setting for the intervention, communities actually lived in the valleys and gorges and oxbows that were to become the catchment area of the reservoir. Environmental Impact Studies revealed that the people would need to move out of the basin areas. The resettlement program stipulated that communities had the option to move uphill within the highland regions or to resettle in the foothills and/or even in the urban centres as pointed out in the premise background of this study. This confirmed the notion that the geopolitical structure of wealth and power disadvantaged the rural poor of the highlands of Lesotho. The increased prioritization of commercial uses of resources and reorganization of rural resources is in effect a means of displacement, leaving the rural communities to absorb the economic, ecological and social costs of their resources being re-structured [Elsevier 2008].

The LHDA is indeed taking steps to amend its policy to better remunerate rural peoples and can be expected to address the social impacts more effectively. However, it is the feeling of the author that the policies are somewhat inflexible and are imposed rather than negotiated.

203 Problem statement

Can rural environments sustain economic progress in a way that still supports the local community? Is there a way to use development to sustain local people in changed circumstances while preserving cultural heritage and the natural environment? Can phase 2 of the LHWP set a standard with regards to a positive partnership between government, rural communities and investors to enrich environments in transition?
204 Aims and objectives

The proposed thesis scheme provides a means of sustainable development to a series of communities affected to different degrees by the building of the Pulihadi dam. It proposes a framework that comprises a series of complementary elements that would enrich the lives of the communities of the area.

- Firstly, for the 26 households of the most affected community in the village of Tsekong, a relocation village is provided. As proposed, the framework suggests environmentally sustainable housing and small-scale farming based on the existing culture as well as contemporary living and farming standards.

- Secondly, the framework proposes service amenities for the three communities in the area. These would include a sports ground, a school, a day care centre, a farm including an alternative methods learning centre. In addition, a clinic and laundry, as well as communal spaces and infrastructure.

- Finally, the framework proposes a tourism intervention consisting of a hotel, with mountaineering and water sports facilities. The hotel portion of the intervention, which is the focus of the thesis, explores the prospect of turning the threat posed by the dam into an opportunity. The communities, as empowered by the LHDA, act in the capacity of shareholders partnered by hotel developers to develop the area into a tourist destination. The construction process — coupled with that of the dam — creates the prospect of using shared resources. Furthermore, the possibility exists of employing the villagers, maximizing their earning potential and giving them a sense of ownership through what would be a highly labour orientated initiative.
The placement of the scheme is determined in many respects by the positioning of the dam and the impact it would have on the surrounding environment.

- The village cluster of Ha konki, Tsekon and Litsotsong is located east of the banks of the place known as “Metanong”, where the river Khubelu (pronounced “kgubedu”) meets the Senqu River. The intention of the dam development is to dam up the river valley at “Metanong” and flood the river basin. As a result, the rise of the water line would encroach on the village cluster, impacting each village to a different degree. The proposed waterline forms a peninsular of the cluster that juts out into the dam, creating a setting for the proposed intervention.

Who

The scheme attempts to provide a sustainable alternative to current frameworks for displaced communities.

- It is primarily directed at the villages of Ha Konki and Tsekon, as they are two of the five villages in Mokhotlong affected by the dam development. They are in a keen position to use their transformed environment to their immediate benefit.
- Secondly, the usage of service amenities is extended to the village of Litsotsong through facilitation as well as job opportunities.
- Finally, the tourist acts as a subsidiary client in that the hotel should have international appeal by adhering to contemporary design standards and current hotel trends. The design will attempt to redefine local architecture and combine it with current day technologies to create a unique fusion of Basotho vernacular with western appeal.
How

The communities are enabled to act collectively as opposed to individually as separate households. Highlands compensation sets a platform for negotiations that impact the community as an entity. Through a cooperative of communities as aided by the Highlands Water Authority and the government of Lesotho the following can be accomplished:

- By keeping the community [of Ha Konki specifically] together under one chief to whom the residents entrust their representation, the communities are in a position to enter into negotiations with the Highlands Water Authority. In planning their remuneration collectively, the relocation keeps them together in close proximity to the dam. As owners they can then develop their lucrative asset in the form of waterfront property.

- Firstly, the village of Ha Konki is relocated to an area where it will not be directly impacted by the water level and flood line of the dam.

- Secondly, the grain packages or the monetary value thereof are translated into investment capital to develop the area by providing service amenities and refurbishing the existing rural infrastructure.

- Land owned by the cooperative is leased to developers as the easiest means of earning a profit. Monies are either reinvested or paid out in dividends.

- Apart from the economic logistics of how the scheme will be funded and implemented, local labour will be utilized so as to encourage community participation through labour intensification. A further benefit of this would be that it would instil a sense of ownership in the community. Extensive use will be made of available resources, including materials and technologies. As mentioned earlier, the alignment of the construction processes to utilize resources most efficiently would serve to aid the implementation of the scheme.
When

The construction program of the dam forms the basis of how the development of the scheme will be undertaken. Where the construction programme is synchronised with that of the dam so that machinery from the dam can be used to excavate areas where required. Also engineers hired on the dam as well as other specialists and consultants can assist on and supervise sections of the retreats construction. The process is outlined in broad over leaf.

Why

The aims of the proposed intervention are as follows:

- To question the current framework and propose an alternative that takes an approach that is contextually more viable.
- To demonstrate to communities that there are alternatives to the lure of the city to achieve economic sustainability.
- To instil a renewed sense of identity in local rural communities.
- Most importantly, to explore the possibility of an architecture that is current and appealing yet respectful and nurturing of local culture.

- People of rural environments often regard city culture and western models as symbols of prosperity. A hotel constructed from predominantly local materials would act as a tool to represent western appeal while still being contextually relative. The aim would be to encourage locals to renew their appreciation of indigenous architecture. Also, as a skills transfer exercise, locals employed by the construction would be exposed to alternative western building methods that may be more attuned to their own environment.

The ultimate objective of the project would be to counteract the negative aspects of modernization and the misappropriation of technologies in unsuitable environments.
After having outlined the issues in full, a research method by way of a systems approach to problem solving will be utilized to guide the development process. Due to the multifaceted, complex nature of the problem, a critical synthesis of information derived from the following will form the essence of the discourse:

Where the site and its location are concerned, climatic and environmental constraints and advantages should be taken into consideration, in order to make the best use of available resources to benefit locals as well as visitors. This should be done with the intention of maximizing the potential for engaged solutions to enable social dialogue through architecture.

The area of focus consists of the villages of “Ha Konki” and “Tsekong” (meaning “place of Konki” and “place of struggle” respectively), located 30 minutes outside the town of Mokhotlong in the Mokhotlong district. They are two of the five villages directly affected by the advent of the dam.

The analysis of the site will form a strong base for the scheme. The thorough analysis presented later will highlight and take full advantage of the available resources. Extended to include the context and proximity of further resources that could be tapped into, it will be a key element in the success of the legibility of the scheme. A critical site analysis and consultation with the locals, will serve to unlock the potential of the site. The site would then form the cornerstone of the scheme.
Locals | resettlers | clients

Engaging with the people who are currently settled in the area will form a key element in understanding the site and its usage, taking cognizance of the possibility of them playing a role as clients and the potential wealth of cultural resources that they represent.

Attention should be given to the concerns and expectations of the local people where a design intervention of this nature is concerned. Focused interactions with locals through interviews will gauge their perspective on the proposed intervention. As a result, much needed light will be shed on possible alternative options they may be able to pursue. Furthermore, the locals and their interactions with visitors are undoubtedly crucial to the scheme, so an investigation of the interactions amongst the locals is necessary to determine how communal space would cater for that.

Historical background

The outcome would be a settlement framework that provides for social interaction and transfer of knowledge between the locals and visitors.

The history of the Lesotho / Basotho ?? nation and its people forms an integral part of the scheme in that certain events denote influences and shape architectural responses to specific problems. The history therefore becomes the narrative of the regional architecture and identity. Key events are highlighted, illustrating their significance and influence on the architecture of Lesotho. This will serve to inform an approach to the design that allows for future growth while being mindful of age old traditions.
Theoretical Premise

The theoretical premise is focused on the hotel/lodge design intervention. The theoretical discourse addresses the hotel retreat as an element that stands as an intermediary, announcing the identity of a culture within a modern paradigm, where rural pragmatic and vernacular design meets contemporary and environmentally responsive architectural innovation. Established theory acts as a re-interpretive measure that mediates between the two, contextually informing the design process.

- A sound embodiment of the spirit of place, its ‘genus loci’, occurs where the design intervention expresses the identity of its context. The design is sensitively mindful of the undulating landscape of the highlands of Lesotho and its effect on forming the lifestyles of its people.

- A critical-regionalist interpretation of traditional forms is used to establish a new architectural language, drawing form historical and cultural fundamentals that are reassessed and applied to current circumstances. The result would be an architectural language that is measured against itself in a changing environment.

- Reference is made to precedents that have had to accommodate similar circumstances, and had to negotiate vernacular identity in a modern context.

Later on in the site analysis and framework conceptualization, established theory is used to address the implementation of the framework in terms of vernacular principles of place making and those of normative small-scale urban development. They are juxtaposed and their outcomes are evaluated against Lyncean principles of space definition as well as patterns of settlement as per Christopher Alexander.
Environmental and climatic response

The isolation of the site coupled with the self-sufficient lifestyle of the local people lends itself to be complemented by an environmentally responsive architecture. A lack of infrastructure and services should not hinder development in remote areas. A golden opportunity exists to explore the potential of remote self-sustaining developments. The project aims to investigate the potential of channelling resources and climatic conditions towards the most environmentally responsive solution:

- Where the human impact is least harmful.
- Where the application of traditional climatic responses to contemporary interventions can be harnessed
Time line analysis

The historical timeline plays a role as a pattern-defining tool in the gradual progression of a nation. Past paradigms are response-based in that prevalent circumstances of that time inform architectural design responses. This progression forms the identity of a culture and therein, the development of an architectural Character.

Figure 015. [FOLDOUT]
"Historical timeline"
Known to the Basotho as “Baroa”, later san dwelling typology appears peculiar to Basotho

Although adaptive use of stone in structural considerations against weather and enemies is notable.

Stone proves as good thermal massing, entrance small and ideal for size of san, however larger peoples and animals find it difficult to enter having to crawl in on their belly to attack.

[South Africa with movement of peoples]

1800s

Tribal clashes throughout southern Africa force tribes to move around

Knock on effect causes tribes to scramble for territory, strategically as so to protect livestock

The 19th century heralded the era of Lifaqane (pronounced Difaqane), meaning time of calamity, saw Shaka Zulu and the Zulu nation on a vicious campaign to conquer all other tribes. The threat of impending violence forces tribes to move westwards
Moshoeshoe I, and the tribes, roughly 4000 people move further south west to the Qiloane plateau, later known as Thaba Bosiu - the legendary stronghold of the Basotho during the 'gun war' against Boer farmers.

Missionaries and Other Europeans move into Africa, Clashes erupt over land between the Basotho and Boers, Settlers to the Free State.

As population pressure in the lowlands increased, Basotho began first to graze their animals in the Maloti and later to build villages. The earliest such village founded on a mountain known as Thaba-Tseka: 'the mountain with a blaze'.

European protection and alliances prove to be beneficial against combating attacks by Boers. The English provided Basotho with access to arms and eventually sanctuary in the form of protectorate-ship. The English also acted as mediators between the Boers in acquiring livestock and food in times of famine.

This would form the first of many alliances with the west through aid.

Local government was introduced through the creation of the Basutoland Council, an advisory body composed of the British resident commissioner, the paramount chief, and 99 appointed Basotho members.

Lesotho with different tribal regions.

Tribes, now banded in to clans filter into Lesotho, fusing subtle nuances adapted from their places of origin into different dwelling typologies.
It is evident that the people of Lesotho have been at the mercy of external forces throughout time. Consistently having to respond to this, their identity is based on their relation to those external influences. Thus making it difficult to control, fortify and eventually shape this identity into something definitive and pride instilling. The future should in effect centre rural peoples as being formative of their own environments. The Author is of the opinion that, where equipped with knowledge their responses would be informed and internally orientated to progressing from within.
400_theoretical_discourse

401  Identity for Modernity
402  Place Informing Identity
403  Critical Assertion
404  Theory in Practice

[ alexander | lynch ]
[ rich | hancock | lowe ]
The historical analysis presents circumstances that are not uncommon in developing countries. Communities in underdeveloped environments struggle to negotiate the pressures of modernization. The increased need for convenience and comfort has been sought after in western ideals and commodities. Rural environments are in turn laden with modern constructs and services. The identity-rich culture and traditions as cradled by orthodox spatial constructs are thus diminished, where indigenous building methods are set aside in lieu of modern comforts.

Modernization however is in many ways inevitable, in that every society can be expected at some point to advance and live within the now. Peoples of developing environments more often than not have to find a meeting ground for culture and modernity, taking what they can of their culture and expressing it through their adopted western culture. This of course is characteristic of an erosion of culture and its place as the cornerstone of identity.

By re-evaluating this corruption of culture, architecture can play an integral role in the reaffirmation of cultural and traditional principles. Unlike city or townspeople who are exposed to the contaminates of modernization, those from rural environments are perfectly placed to counter this situation, given their rich cultural affiliations. Villages in the highlands of Lesotho can still act as custodians of culture and traditional ways, in that rural communities have woven the ideals and values of culture into their everyday lives. Thereby, the living, working and playing spaces of the community are laden with their identity. The identity of a place is defined by the character of its people.

\[ \textit{Place} = \textit{space} + \textit{character} \]

[Nesbitt 1996: 418]

Place and the sense thereof is defined by one's ability to orientate oneself within a space and identify with the specific character of that space. [Nesbitt 1996: 412]

The way these spaces are put together is characteristic of its people and therefore makes them meaningful.

Norberg-Schulz in his essay ‘The Phenomenon of Place’, he makes the following statement: The man made parts of the environment are first of all settlements of different scale including paths which connect these settlements, as well as various elements which transform nature into a cultural landscape. If these settlements are organically related to their environment it implies that they serve as foci where the environmental character is condensed and explained. The environment experienced is meaningful.

[Norberg-Schulz in Nesbitt, 1996:417]
The lure of modernization impedes the progression of meaningful space by introducing alien constructs into a contextually unsuitable environment. As an example, the inappropriate introduction of clay bricks into a rural setting comes at a high cost. Where stone was traditionally sourced on site, it is now discarded as it is difficult to use and to adapt to today’s modernity. The people of the area forego culturally binding constructs that are sensitive to specivity of place [Nesbitt, 1996:486]. The potency of a place’s individual identity becomes diluted through time. Place making has to be true to its region; however, rural peoples have lost confidence in the traditional or vernacular presets as not being malleable enough to changing circumstances. Vernacular constructs and regional techniques are thus deemed stagnant. This view is not entirely wrong given the convenience of current alternatives.

Sadly, the transition to the modern forms is misguided, given the fact that it does not foster regional identity.

In his essay ‘Universal Civilization and National Cultures’ [1961], Paul Ricoeur states that everything depends on the capacity of regional culture to recreate a rooted tradition while appropriating foreign influences at a level of both culture and civilization [Ricoeur in Nesbitt, 1996:471].

Architect and lecturer at the University of Pretoria, Barbra P Jekot echoes the sentiments of this author in her paper ‘The coexistence of the ‘third’ and the ‘first’ world in South African architecture’ [Jekot, 2007]. She discusses how the ‘first’ and ‘third’ worlds can work together in sharing information and knowledge, where skills are pooled and the resultant architecture is rooted and functionally relevant. She highlights the importance of looking into factors shaping the identity of specific regions and how architecture can be viewed as the material expression of different cultures. More pointedly, she sees architecture as the most evident, substantial and tangible manifestation of life and culture.

She states furthermore that it is necessary to build significant buildings to articulate regional architecture so that the expression may be
sufficiently forceful to catch people's attention and provide a climate for developing design. Her profound views speak directly to the intentions of the proposed scheme, where location has thus defined the nature of architecture.

In her paper ‘On Performative Regionalism’ [Allen in Canizaro, 2007:420], Barbara Allen sees the way forward as design being informed by 90% cultural practices and 10% style, where the perspective is constituted by how people live their lives as opposed to how they appear. She states what is needed in architecture and urban design are more robust tools for understanding the intersection of cultural practices and how they inform their regional places [Allen in Canizaro, 2007:420].

Apart from economically empowering the disenfranchised peoples, the framework aims to critically re-evaluate vernacular design and traditional uses of materials and building methods to develop an architectural language reminiscent of handed-down cultural nuances.

At the same time the proposal is on par with contemporary architecture, and is representative of the regional identity. In this way a model of local architecture that reignites community pride in a renewed architectural identity can be established.

In its re-evaluation of traditional architectural language from a critical-regionalist design approach the hotel/lodge is set against a multitude of influences to propose a renewed archetype that the locals can take inspiration from. It aims to be appropriately responsive to climatic conditions and the building of the dam as an agent of change in the regional environment.

It also aims to be mindful of available materials, and the needs, desires and aspirations as well as current lifestyles of the local people. It will derive inspiration from current models of traditional architectural language and reinterpret them from a critical-regionalist perspective to reinforce and further develop a local identity.
In his book ‘A pattern language’ [1977], Christopher Alexander states his belief that patterns define towns or communities. However, these patterns are developed over time, “gradually designed in such a way that every individual act is always helping to create or generate a larger global pattern”. His view in respect of the intervention can be summarised as follows:

Larger city patterns are built up from the grass roots, where communities govern themselves in the context of identifiable places, i.e. identifiable neighbourhoods with defined boundaries. Neighbourhoods are thus connected to one another by ring roads and a network of pedestrian routes on a human scale, and on a larger scale, a web of transport facilities and minibuses. The character of the local environment is defined by the height of the buildings as well as by its sacred sites. Spaces between communities should form local centres of activity and trade and, in some instances, working spaces. This would form a necklace of community projects, perhaps a local town hall, a market space and a health centre. These small community-generated initiatives alleviate the red tape associated with larger government implemented initiatives. Also, public green spaces, small public squares and quiet areas should be included, along with play spaces, local sports facilities, public open space and grave sites in between clusters of buildings. Residual spaces in between the cracks thus become meaningful.

The arrangement of buildings should be determined by the circulation patterns of the community. Fixing the position of each of these buildings according to the nature of the site, while taking trees, quality of light and public / private interface into consideration, would create a unity of building and environment. Care should be taken to nurture residual spaces and utilise them for paths, arcades or activity pockets and ensure that they relate well to the building entrance and correspond with the desired intimacy gradient.

Further on Alexander addresses the more intimate elements of household formation that are not addressed by the broad framework but implied in the space planning of the hotel/lodge. Kevin Lynch made a seminal contribution to the field of city planning through empirical research on how individuals perceive and navigate the urban landscape.
In his book, ‘The Image of the City’ [1960], he sets out guidelines that addresses the patterns outlined by Christopher Alexander.

**paths**- the streets, sidewalks, trails, and other channels in which people travel;

**edges**- perceived boundaries such as walls, buildings, and shorelines;

**districts**- relatively large sections of the city distinguished by some identity or character;

**nodes**- focal points, intersections or loci

**landmarks**- readily identifiable objects which serve as reference points.

Alexander and Lynch’s principles provide guiding mechanisms to developing environments. Through these principles, designers are made aware of elements that define and give meaning to a place. By identifying and nurturing those elements- as guided- development the environment should in effect, still retain its defining qualities.

The work of architect Peter Rich, who, throughout his career has collaborated closely with communities in a southern African / African context, serves as a precedent for the proposed project. He reinterprets African elements in a contemporary way, with specific reference to Ndebele architecture.

From articles on Peter Rich one can discern the depth of his understanding of architecture that promotes the formation of identity. According to Rich, the future of development in rural and undeveloped urban environments lies in extensive community consultation — *the people’s voice must be heard* [Davie, 2005]. The architecture should be simple and should echo that of the people, while being mindful to provide public spaces. Furthermore, intermediary spaces such as back and front yards are an integral feature of houses. Relating to the front yard in a more public way, seating against walls create areas for socializing reminiscent of structures in a rural setting. Rich’s perspective recalls urban design lectures held by Gary White at the University of Pretoria, in which he provided keen insight into how the built structure of informal settlements was congruent with the immediate needs and social structure of the people in the area. These settlements predominantly feature footpaths familiar to the residents, as they have no need for cars or roads, complemented with nodes that respond to a public transport system. Also, front yards with shade netting correspond with Rich’s ideas. The initial opinion of the author had not recognized that this was indeed a response to socio-economic circumstances as experienced by the people. Choice of materials was limited by their economic feasibility as well as availability. Consultation with residents of Phomolong, an informal settlement in Mamelodi, revealed that their structures were made to be
temporary or easily dismantled in anticipation of relocation under state subsidized housing policy. Residents want to be able to disassemble their current home and re-erect it in the location of their new home, or possibly in their back yards, to be leased out for an additional income. Architecture would then have a part to play in refining this approach by proposing inexpensive ways to enrich and re-invent the current responses of the people. The proposed response would in turn have to be cognizant of the people’s way of life and thus formative of identity under the prevalent circumstances. The relation between identifiable space and how meaning is threaded into it is of critical importance.

During the 1960’s, and through an empirical approach of direct observation, architect Peter Hancock was able to adapt to Lesotho’s milieu, without being theoretically bound by the Modern Movement or any other dictum. He used traditional motifs of round huts and high-peaked thatched roofs to define a national identity, creating an architecture with which the people of Lesotho can readily identify [Beck, 1985:16]. In later years, architect lain Lowe’s vocabulary was largely influenced by the works of Mario Botta. Botta’s formal concerns were underpinned by the development of vernacular masonry techniques. This appeared to be an appropriate model for an architect working in Lesotho, with its own vernacular stone masonry tradition. Lowe used concrete blocks or bricks, and rubble stone infill according to availability [as indicated overleaf]. His work powerfully expresses the rationalisation of construction techniques, giving a dignity and presence to buildings in a context outside of civic traditions. And he does this with the most meagre financial resources. The significance he imbues his school buildings with is an important factor to a people whose existence is minimal, and who therefore depend increasingly on education to improve their lives. Lowe’s rationalism is not just a matter of developing a vocabulary of forms; it goes
to the core of how to make cheap buildings, how to use unskilled labour and in the process transform them into skilled artisans, how to provide maximum space with a minimal budget, how to build up an architectural style based on constructive logic which can be copied and introduced into the local vernacular. It also allows him scope to play and experiment. His work demonstrates what can be accomplished from very limited resources with a clear theoretical / ideological position, clear formal concepts, a willingness to experiment and a cogent understanding of environmental factors [Beck, 1985:14]. This forms a sound basis for the practice of critical regionalism.

Overleaf, the theoretical approach is outlined in diagrammatic format so to best understand the application of theory to the project.
culturally based, historically tried and tested methods

national pride

based in western ideals on globalization

Innovation efficiency

appropriate regional architecture
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501  Freedom Park
502  Singita Lebombo
503  Coromandel Farm
The park is part of a larger project to develop symbolic reminders of South Africa’s formerly neglected heritage. The brief as interpreted by GAPP and its associates, MMA and MRA was proposed as a symbolic precinct with a network of heritage sites, monuments, and other public and tourist attractions. The project, constructed in phases, comprises a series of meeting areas and paths, highlighting elements of remembrance, contemplation and memory.

Its ultimate goal is to “provide a pioneering and empowering heritage destination in order to mobilise for reconciliation and nation building in our country; to reflect upon our past, improving our present and building our future as a united nation.
The spaces appear to be Zulu inspired, taking a re-interpretive approach to each space to imbue the spirit of remembrance and tranquillity and tolerance while being refreshingly jubilant. Each space flows into the other seamlessly hugging the landscape in an architectural language of stone embankment, wall and path.

The freedom park has particular relevance to the thesis for its richness of identity. An identity defined by architecture with gestures drawn from a cultures’ past and re-interpreted in a contemporary architecture that lends itself to its setting, rooted in the landscape.
The Singita complex, is private concession situated on the eastern boundary of the Kruger National Park. It is set against a rhyolite ridge of low hills that are part of the Lebombo mountains and is bounded by the N’wanetsi and Sweni Rivers. The Singita Lebombo lodge was the first of three interventions, the other being a second lodge and a commercial complex.

The brief required that the project be sustainable in designing for a site with these environmental qualities. The brief called for minimal impact on the environment and easy removability at the end of the 20-year concession period.

The choice of structure type and the positioning of structures on site ensure that there was minimal disturbance of the natural environment. Buildings in the most sensitive areas of the site were constructed on stilts, and the components of most buildings are demountable.
The design incorporates for passive design principles to temper the extreme heat and humidity that is prevalent in the area, as can be seen in the use of lightweight materials, shade screens wrapping around the skins of inhabited spaces, the use of large overhangs over large glass surfaces.

The design has an active dialogue with both physical and intangible aspects of the site and the surrounding environment in a critically regionalist approach. Neo-Modern architectural devices are used but details and elements are inspired by the local condition and through rich historical referencing. With reference to the thesis, the lodges’ layout in the land, as orientated to views while being specifically responsive to the environment in that orientation is notable. Precedence is drawn from the use of indigenous materials in a contemporary manner climatically as well as stylistically.
Situated on the enormous Coromandel farm in Lydenburg, a small town 3 hours outside of Johannesburg in the Mpumalanga province, the house was built for Sydney Press, founder of Edgars retail stores. The 240m long design, by Italian architect Marco Zanuso, appears nestled within its context of vast undulating hills of veld grass.

Zanuso, who immediately felt the resonance of the landscape, felt that the building should be one with its environment, hence the walls extending far beyond the expanse of the living space reaching out to become one with its setting.

The design draws from a multitude of influences suggesting memory and cultural references, allowing it to be modern yet somewhat ancient at the same time. As a defined bold line in the landscape its presence is felt, it is reminiscent of military fortifications having a precise discipline. Its materiality however, lends it to an architectural equilibrium held in its affinity to the land. The stone architecture that rests the building in the landscape is in effect reinforced concrete with stone cladding from a quarry dug specifically for the stone. Interior walls of a single brick skin plastered, or in some cases clad with stone. The house is disguised on top by a veld grass rooftop and mimicked inside by wood clad ceilings and floors.
In recent years, the house, under the ownership of the Coromandel farm, has not been well maintained. Weathering and vermin damage is evident throughout the entire house, possibly due to economic constraints of its custodians and an inability to adapt the house to current community needs. Currently its function as a tourist destination is sorely understated due to poor marketing of tourism at the Coromandel farm.

It bears great significance to the thesis in that the stonework is awe-inspiring. The painstaking precision of the stone corners and details reflects true craftsmanship. The stone, quarried on site indicates a usage of available materials. This is coupled with current day construction in the concrete and brickwork, which is elegantly concealed.
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Community interface
The small nation of Lesotho is located in the heart of South Africa, entirely surrounded by South Africa. The land-locked nation is economically dependent on South Africa. ...% of its population work in South Africa.
Map of Mokhotlong district

Text: In the district of Mokhotlong, communities bordering line are generally posted along the main road. The area highlighted in blue represents the context in which a series of communities are affected by a gas leak.
The people of the area are of a rural nature living predominantly from farming and stock rearing. Morkotlong town [bottom left] is the CBD of which the people of the district depend on. However, village clusters have general stores & other small amenities such as grain mills that complement their lifestyle.
Zooming into the region for the proposed dam to discern service amenities relative to the focus area. The intention being to inform and direct the design. The area as highlighted is the focus area for the intervention. The context analysis surveys the proximity of services as a design informing tool.
Nearby Tourist Attractions:

- **Afriski Ski Resort**: 50 km away. Usually receives more guests than it can accommodate. Visitors go as far as Nokhotlong town for accommodation.

- **Sani Pass View Point**: Also a common tourist attraction for visitors staying in Nokhotlong town.

Main road leading into Nokhotlong in bad condition. Major deterrent for tourists to be considered as per dam development.

General transport:
- Main road via Lesotho.
- At times even lift such as sheep also to be transported by taxi.

Secondary school nearest school to focus area.

Site chosen with specific reference to proximity of dam wall for large supply of water as a marketable tourism quality.

250 students of 380 applicants from surrounding villages, indicative of a shortage in educational facilities.
Mokhotlong town, of which people generally depend on for most of their daily needs. The town includes:

- **Administrative Representatives** who oversee the entire district.
- **Chiefdoms** in parliament.
- **Police Station** with officers deployed to remote areas stationed with tents.
- **Clinic** with basic equipment.
- **Others** ran out of homes and nurses.
- **Bank** - Standard Bank Leshoto.
- **General Stores** including bottle shops, bars, small-scale supermarkets, and others.

**Transport Along** via Kombi taxi.

The advent of a dam presents opportunities for locals in terms of fishing and crop irrigation. Also a possibility for watersports for tourists.

**HARDWARE / SMALL BUILDING SUPPLIES**

- **Low Market Retail** ‘Red’ Store.
- **Lodges**
  - Hotel Sengqu
  - Mokhotlong Inn

Livestock are kept also have transported via kombi.
### Locality Analysis

**Looks into Influences on the Immediate Site, as well as the Usage as per the Locals.**

Inclusions are the three villages within the broad framework of the impact of the Damis Primary on villages A & B, although village C given its proximity based on walking distance and inter-community relations - is catered for within the framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Wind Direction</th>
<th>Wind Speed</th>
<th>Average Temp</th>
<th>Precipitation</th>
<th>Wet Days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summer/Spring</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>15 m/s</td>
<td>18.5°C</td>
<td>35 mm</td>
<td>11.5/200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>10 m/s</td>
<td>5°C</td>
<td>20 mm</td>
<td>8/200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td></td>
<td>20 m/s</td>
<td>19.9°C</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>13/200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Districts**

The main road forms an edge to the north, where the dam on the south, east and west forms the other edge, making the area a district unto itself. Further characterized by the common lifestyle of the people and the interrelations of the communities.

**Edges**

Mandatory boundary lines that encase each individual community relative to a recognisable node.

**Nodes**

Chiefdoms are immediately identifiable from the paths they form the centre of communities.

**Landmarks**

Currently there are no defined landmarks, not even defined graveyards. The framework implementation however, seeks to enrich the landscape with constructs that give reference to the area.

**Paths**

Familiar paths that bind people & communities together. These same defining paths have developed over time. Where some become more engrained than others.
Figure 028. [RIGHT]“Site”

THE DAM AND ITS DIRECT IMPACT ON THE TWO COMMUNITIES REQUIRES
FOCUS ON THEM IN A CAPACITY TO USE AVAILABLE RESOURCES IN COMPLEMENTING THEIR RE-EVALUATED COMPENSATION INITIATIVE.
The village of Tseong has to be relocated because of the threat of the floodline as impacting on the dwelling of future generations.

Currently, the village has 28 households of 1-6 members, 72% of 16-65 years old are unemployed and therefore resort to farming and rearing livestock. The other 28% work in Nokingshoen Town.

Views towards the south-west to the civil wall underline the sunset possibly a seen opportunity for tourism targeting.

Lesotho Highlands - as per geology reports I reference indicate shallow arable land ± 200 m on average generally accommodating wild grasses & small crops.

Predominantly used for settlement purposes.
The village of Ha Konki - 86 households lose their livelihood of farmland to the catchment area.

Survey suggests that 81% of working age villagers (16-65) are farmers and herdsmen or otherwise unemployed. The remaining 19% work in nearby farm establishments in the area.
interview 002- Ntate Tseiso - Mokhotlong town

- Ntate Tseiso, how are you sir?
  - I'm fine thank you
- I'm doing a project for school where I propose a new relocation scheme for people who are being displaced by the dam and I just wanted to ask you a few questions during our tour today...what do you do?
- I am the chief of a village next to the airstrip [name] in town and I am also an aids awareness leader and counselor in the Mokhotlong area.
- How do you feel about the dam?
- I am happy about it, it is going to provide jobs for the people during its construction, but I am a little worried about the environmental impact it is going to have...errr the impact on the environment of the people...especially with respect to the spread of aids.
- Oh I thought you meant in terms of climate
- ...yes that too...I am not sure the people understand how much of a change in climate a body of water has on a place. But coming back to the point of jobs, where man will find employment as workers, women may feel that this is an opportunity to make a living selling sex to traveling contractors... so poverty and lack of opportunity contributes to the spread of aids
- Is the dam going to affect any of your village?
- No not at all, maybe just from the cool air from the water. The dam will run north of our village, so I am not sure of how it will affect us... but the people once they feel the effects of this will turn to me with arms in the air asking what am I going to do about it!
- So the people rely on you quite heavily?
- You could say that...mostly when they need a representative or a mediator
- So you as a chief play an integral role in the community
- Yes
• Would you say communities affected are at a loss by the dam? With their dependence on the money they expect to earn.
• Yes...I think that people feel as though this money will save them from something. That suddenly they will no longer be poor because they are getting money. Also, the highland water people have not really given enough information to the people in as far as what they can expect...some may be disappointed in the remuneration for their land...they have not really considered whether the money will compensate the sentimental value of having worked that land. People see money and forget everything else.
• I see, and the moving of some people, are you and your community prepared to take in people who want to move to your village?
• Well we as chiefs have been told that the highlands people will buy plots for houses for people who want to be located there. But I am worried that even though I am open to accept them, some people may resent that they got a free ride because of their positioning. This may impact their acceptance into my community. Also, earned ownership is very different from bought ownership.
• I am a little puzzled as to how some communities developed along road and some in areas that seem to be in the middle of nowhere.
• Most of the communities along the road developed there because of the services the roads provide. Particularly taxi routes into and out of mokhotlong town. When they were building the roads, you find that transporting building materials for homes into the furthest areas was difficult so the shortest distance from the roads seemed to be the most optimal place to build. You’ll see, that’s why the places furthest from the road are built with stone rather than transported brick. But once informal roads have been established, the ones who have made a bit of money-say, from the mines- choose to have the brick transported to where they want to build. Look at schools for example. You won’t find many schools more that 10min walk from the main road.”
Interview 002

interview 002-Ntate Thafi - Mokhotlong, ha konki

"Lumela [hello] Ntate thafi
Hallo Papal

How long have you been living here?
Eeee [yes]. Its now six tens and nine [69 years] that I have lived here. I came here when I was this old [holding up two fingers]

So you have known this place all your life?

Mm [yes]

How do you feel about the dam?

Its good because it’ll be beneficial to the people who live here...it’ll bring us money...we want money

So if I understand correctly, the dam is going to require that you move?

Ya I hear them saying that

So you don’t want to have to leave?

Of course not...where would I go, this is my home and there...there lives my chief, tell me my boy where would go?...without my chief...where? You see my boy; my chief is my representative I cannot be represented by some one else. I was being represented by his father before him and I watched that boy grow to stand in the place of is father. He respects me as I respect him...and even if we were to have ill relations and he says nxal to me, he will still be my chief ...you understand [you hear]?

Yes n Tate, so if you had things your way you would have things the way they are...or would you rather move with your chief?

Isn’t it that we want money...so things can’t remain the way they are. But Mmm [yes] we leave with him because he is my owner
• And your land...and house?
• Man, soil is our heritage|birthright...it is our legacy...but...money in its stead is good but doesn’t entirely fill the gap. Its nice/ satisfying to work the land...the house... man we’ll just build again. Even when the heavy rains come we fix and build again.
• You know they are going to build you a house?
• What kind of a man has a house built for him like he’s a woman...[laughing]. But we will embrace/accept it because it is ours to accept.
• And if you had a choice would you move to the city or mokhotlong town of choose to stay here?
• No! What will I be looking for there at this age? You must know I am preparing to go [die] very soon
• And your children?
• They are old already, they can take care of themselves and each other
• How do you think the dam affects them?
• The dams gives them a tomorrow in this area, through jobs and opportunities
• I think that is about all the questions I have for you
• Okay
• Thank you
• E but wait, aren’t you going to arrange something bitter to relieve the throat
• Haw how could I forget! I’ll make it happen ...thank you again”
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>701</th>
<th>An Essay in process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>702</td>
<td>Technical discourse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To recap the initial intention of the proposal: The scheme questions current policies that negatively affect locals with regards to a dam development in a remote area of Lesotho. It proposes a framework in which the various communities affected by the dam can utilise new and existing resources to realign their livelihoods to one that ties in with the development. Within this framework, a hotel/lodge is proposed as an income generating initiative that capitalises on the new dam and the Maluti Mountains as tourist attractions.

Development of the proposal has been directed towards the site conditions and the usage of available resources by the locals. Based on this, initial approaches to the investigation as indicated in the diagram, highlights the site locale and parameters to the study, with focus on the immediate environments of the three communities catered for in the framework.

Settlement on site reflects an honest response to prevalent circumstances. These circumstances are defined by social, economic, geographic, climatic conditions. The settlement primarily depends on proximity to livelihood [i.e. farming] as highlighted in the interviews. Also, within communities, placement is hierarchic- radiating from the centre, where the centre of the village is the chief. With respect to site geography, settlements are located on mild slopes where farming is most difficult. In addition, routes towards villages are visible from these mild
slopes, announcing visitors before they arrive. Customarily, visitors would then arrive at the chiefs’ home and announce themselves before heading to their respective host.

Peaks of hills are generally not settled on, primarily because of wind, but also because peaks are considered to be communal spaces.

Climatically, settlement is predominantly on the north facing slope for heat gain, however expansion has lead villagers to settle to the east and west slopes.

It is evident that prevalent winds from the northwest, although strong, are not a deterring factor to settlement on the western slopes.
The role played by cultural customs being an important factor, lead the inquiry to look into traditional villages setups, as the model is evident in rural settlements currently. Where as past models of settling on a hillside were a primarily a defence mechanism, during the unrest of the Difacane era, today they are a reception mechanism [interview: Miola 2009]. The investigation assesses the typical settlement model and explores the linear hierarchy of reception levels. Where indicated above, A is the “patlellong” a place for men of the village to sit during the day, usually defined by a tree. B is the “Lesaka” [kraal] where the cows of a village are kept and watched. In larger villages, the individual households or small groups of them would have their own “Lesaka” [kraal]. Importantly, livestock since the end of
702 Detail Exploration sketches
The palette of materials for the hotel speaks to the concept of contrecoup meeting the rural vernacular to create a singular language.

**Stone**
Stone is the primary building material, given its abundance and extensive use by the locals. It was defined by the local environment.

The topography of the highlands and the site in particular is one of dry fields. Grass on relatively shallow, fertile soil beneath that is a substrate of non-alluvial soil resting on a shale rock bed. The contouring can be seen on steep cliff edges where the shale is exposed.

**Shale**
Shale is a sedimentary rock, which is very brittle (when hammered) or chiseled cups into layers.

The locals have in the past used rounded, shale found among river stones as it requires little treatment before building with.

The hotel allows for engaging arcs built into the landscape by nearly invisible, could arguably the rock to be used to build the hotel. Local skilled masons could then chip the larger stones to build the walls.

Deplastically thick stone walls (1.400mm) can be used bearing. Stone can act as a thermal conductor, particularly as flooring.

Bending the stone would require mortar with a high lime content.

Shale stone has bad water retention and therefore would require careful treatment when embuing land.
THE STONE ROOTS THE DESIGN IN A NATURAL MATERIAL. WOOD WOULD ACT TO CONTRAST THE STONE & SOFTEN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE STONE AS AESTHETICALLY.

SURFACE/MATERIAL: FLOORING & CEILINGS WOULD CREATE A WARM AMBIENT ENVIRONMENT. WHERE EXTERNAL DECOR & STAIR WELLS WOULD BE CONSTRUCTED FROM PLANNED COMPONENTS TO CREATE A RUSTIC APPEAL TO THE EYES.

THE STRUCTURAL SYSTEM OF THE BUILDING & ROOF CONSISTS OF COMBINATION BEAMS & BEAMS.

THE STEEL REINFORCED CONCRETE & BEAMS WOULD CREATE A LANGUAGE THAT PLAYS ON THE RUSTIC & CONTEMPORARY.

This language would be threaded throughout the entire building.

STEEL.

In contrast, with the natural materials steel, concrete of the stone and the stucco style of the wood to and an element of contrast to the hotel.

Through various supports in addition to custom steel edge cases, locals would be trained to weld members to manufacture steel components required.

Concrete.

Churn the fluid nature of the building. Concrete could be required for the use ability of certain spaces.

GLASS.

The scenic nature of the hotel environment requires large expanses of glazing to take full advantage of the scenic draw card.

The south facing orientation of the building cooled with the generally cool climate of Lebombo requires that the glazing acts to shield the internal spaces from the weather. Therefore double glazing would be required throughout but glazed areas of the building losing where possible a minimal one of glazing as double glazing cannot be easily cut.
Figure 055. [CENTRE]
“Process 019: Structure Study”
702  Technical discourse - Circulation

The design is further realised through the investigation and resolution of technical aspects. Addressing issues of circulation, materiality, structural systems, climate control mechanisms and water reticulation, the investigation continues.

Figure 051. [CENTRE]
"Process 016 - Circulation Investigation "

Page number 100
The mass of the walls acts as insulation against prevalent weather conditions irrespective of season. Winter however requires the greatest climate control. Conditions due to the extreme cold conditions of the highlands. The house/longe is equipped with fireplaces to keep spaces to create an ambient temperature. To eliminate underfloor heating, one reduces a temperature differential from the outside, heating social spaces from beneath the floor finish.

**Figure 052. [CENTRE]**

"Process 020 - Climate Study"
Water is readily supplied from underground sources.
A borehole could be driven and water pumped into a storage tank located in the position indicated, accommodating a water capacity of full daily consumption as recommended (Adler 1967).

The pump should be housed beneath the tank.
Water could then be supplied to the various sectors as indicated in the diagram.
Used water, both grey and black, are then filtered through biodegisters and reticulated out into the gardens. Unused water however, would be treated.

Panel Tank

Biodigester

Figure 053. [LEFT]
"Process 021 - Water Reticulation Study"
By repositioning the building over the ridge to shield it from the wind, the change in contours required that the building form ultimately had to be adjusted to fan out across the new topography. This positioning embraced the dam more with panoramic views from east to west. Now hidden from the access to the site, the hotel/lodge inherited a sense of recluse, a quality synonymous with that of a retreat as defined in the title. By concealing it from immediate view of the visitor, a play on the sense of anticipation is created and eventually, embedding feelings of arrival at the end of a long journey.
The design as extrapolated from the revised concept follows the contours to the southeast. Where initially the hotel rooms were south of the main building facing out eastwards, it appeared more appropriate to continue the journey of the tourist through the hotel along the same grain of contours, further east. Although the south facing orientation is not accommodative of much needed northern sunlight. Warm north lit social spaces had to be accommodated in the design.
In providing the series of internal and external tourist spaces, supplemented by back of house, the design concept was fleshed out to the current proposal above. The splayed walls allow for the design to fan out across the contours and subsequently create a language that runs through the entire hotel/lodge defining spaces. A concept underlying the transition of spaces in the main building refers to the typological traditional village layout. Where reinterpreted here in the hotel proposal, the spaces represent the linear transition from the “patlellog” [reception] to the “lesaka”[lounge] on one side, “moreneng” [management] to the other. A series of public spaces “kopanong” [louges] and further down to the “khotla” [conference hall]. Looking at the plan, cascading down from the perimeter of the village are a series of levels,
which define usage and the integration of back of house [servicing] and front of house [tourist area].
The circulation is legible, with secondary service units such as staff quarters, laundry and maintenance
to the top, furthest away from tourist interaction. A service delivery road that diverges from the main
road to the hotel. Then a primary service unit that ties the service road to stores at one end and tourist
interface at the other. The road leading up the hotel is then carried on internally as the circulation spine
and is flanked by a combination of primary services spaces and public tourist spaces to the north and

a series of exclusively tourist-orientated spaces to the south.
This circulation route leads right through the building past the conference facilities on to the hotel rooms to the far east of the hotel. Outside, between the conference facility and the hotel rooms, a hot and cold pool caters to residents.

The cut and fill nature of the design, rests the buildings firmly in the landscape, where the rock bed is used to make up the walls of the hotel/lodge. This approach gives a quality that makes the hotel/lodge somewhat reminiscent of the cliff edge that defines the relation of the villages to the river. A landscaped roof to recreate the existing grassland, tucking the building into the topography.
The framework reached a defined legibility and attention was directed towards the hotel/lodge, where the craftsmanship of the locals coupled with contemporary interventions would present the community in a renewed light. Inspiration was drawn from the ability of the building to become one with the landscape tapping off old and forming new routes and paths. The experience of the hotel/lodge attempts to fuse the proposed language derived from the local vernacular, of an architecture terraced on the landscape, with an architecture that hugs and
essentially embraces the landscape, meandering with the contours. At points sinking into-and at others protruding from the landscape. Phase 1 would only have 18-20 rooms catering to an average of 1.5 people per room, specifically under catering to gauge the demand for more lodging in coming holiday seasons.

The above image shows the calculations and resolution of the spaces and how they work together. Intentions lead to applying the programme and space planning exercise to the framework. The process attempted to apply this
programme to the initial intuitive sketches of the author. The framework sketch appeared too small to accommodate the programme requirements and was therefore increased. In addition, the authors premise that simply because the people in the region have become accustomed to the prevailing wind the tourists will also be able to withstand it was incorrect. The prevailing winds represent a discomfort to someone who may not be from the area. Attempts to buffer the wind appeared futile given the high wind speeds; the building thus had to move.
The proposal [left] indicates design intentions towards space planning. Once component accommodation had been addressed far enough to begin space planning, the proposal was set into place. On entering the proposed framework at village B, a laundry facility using a nearby stream was proposed as well as a farm in the heart of the remaining arable land portion. The laundry proved not to be feasible to serve the hotel in the current location and was then relocated. Furthest south of the peninsula, initial space planning accommodated the relocated village in relative proximity to their old village. The relocated village looks in part to the north, in line with the communities’ climatic considerations, while in part to the west towards their old village in memory. North of the new village, a central area was proposed for community and tourist interaction, where activities could be planned and administered by community members. North of the circle, a school and soccer field was proposed, however their proximity to the proposed hotel required that this design be reassessed and was subsequently moved. Initially the intention was to integrate the community as much as possible with the tourists, tapping off existing routes and encouraging the tourists to explore the peninsula and walk through the village. The cross pollination of programs would ultimately clash and the holiday lifestyle of tourists would inevitably disrupt and be disrupted by the everyday life of the villagers. The hotel as indicated in red, would comprise a central building that is strung to a series of embankments of hotel rooms, which would create mini clusters of hotel rooms linked by a road around the area.
In a revised proposal the process took a direction that centralized the services into a town square where the school defines a central courtyard on one side and a string of retail on the other. Central to this, a multipurpose hall is proposed, that can be used by the school as well as the community. Above the retail portion, just beneath the hotel, a church that can be used by the community and also by the hotel guests is proposed. North of the square the proposed farm remains, the new framework proposes that the hotel rooms face east, where the ridge stands as a soft boundary between the community and the tourist resort shielding the tourists from the wind. This is comprised of a central building and a series on hotel room embankments. The rooms closest to the main building would be built as phase one. Subsequent phases would be constructed as demand for lodging increases.
A critically important consideration was to define in full, the parameters of the hotel/lodge.

It is assumed that investors would partner with a hotel group that would eventually manage and market the hotel/lodge under their banner and would fund the hotel/lodge. The consortium would then be required to train and employ the local community members in the construction and day-to-day running of the hotel. In exchange, the lease agreement would give exclusive rights of tourist development on the peninsula and surrounding waters to the consortium, requiring that the locals ensure their area is always well maintained.

In terms of services to the hotel/lodge, the hydroelectric power station proposed by the dam would cater to the lodge and communities electrical requirements. A borehole would allow access to underground water that could eventually be reused in the watering of gardens and the landscape. The farm produce would be sold to the hotel/lodge and seasonality would determine the menu. Small delivery vehicles would go to and from the airstrip where goods would be delivered by chartered aeroplane.

The hotel/lodge would be the fifth lodging development in the region east of the Caledon border. In this growing environment of tourism, the Drakensberg ridge and the surrounding highlands are becoming an increasingly popular tourist destination. One of the two most popular, Afriski, west of the proposed hotel/ lodge, offers skiing in the winter season and is often overbooked as it is only able to accommodate 60 guests. Tourists have to travel over an hour southeast to either Senqu hotel or Mokhotlong inn in the town of Mokholong for lodging. The second most popular tourist attraction is the Sani pass lodge, which is currently earmarked for upgrading in late 2009/early 2010. In future it will accommodate 40-60 people. The Sani Pass is an hour and a half south of Mokhotlong town and offers breathtaking views, hiking and pony trekking. The proximity of the four lodging facilities to each other allows relatively short travel distances between tourist attractions. There is an opportunity to tap in to the Afriski market during the winter, and the Sani pass market in the summer.

Tourism developments in Lesotho tend to under cater so to ensure that beds are always filled which consequently provides exposure to other lodging facilities nearby. The hotel/lodge would be midway between Afriski and Sani Pass and would offer hiking and pony trekking in the summer as well as water sports on the western banks of the peninsula. To the east of the peninsula, boat trips upstream to other villages on the banks
could provide other tourist activities such as fishing nooks and camping trips. In the winter however more internally orientated activities would be accommodated. Restful areas with fireplaces would make for a cosy picturesque getaway retreat. Amply sized communal areas would allow for restful social spaces for elders while accommodating children in others. Conferencing facilities of a hall and auditorium would also be provided. Guests could either drive in for a weeklong workshop or fly in and be picked up at the airstrip, have their meeting and fly back out later the same day.

Once a concept for the hotel/lodge was conceived and accommodation schedule proposed, design intuition guided by research into hotel spatial norms took the fore [ space normes and guidelines extracted from Adler 1969: 36_1- 36_2]. It proved to be an analogical design method that negotiated sizing of spaces and the interrelation thereof. Finding a medium that draws from the vernacular while still applying to the seamless operational efficiency of a hotel in this setting. The ultimate goal relative to hotel design being a clearly defined integration of back of house; the servicing area, and front of house; the tourist interface.

Space norms were calculated for 100 guests. This was ideal in that space sizes could then be adjusted based on percent. Where in the case that the hotel only accommodates 60 guests then the hotel/lodge would be 0.6 the initial calculations. The figure was also based on receiving a maximum capacity of two tour buses seating 45 each during day visits [total 90 guests during a day visit]. Tour operators in Durban, South Africa usually charter trips sightseeing in Lesotho, from Sani pass up to Afriski [interview: Phakisi. 2009]. Apart from residing guests, “Fly bys” [tourists sightseeing during the day] would make up a large portion of the market.

Thus a careful compromise between sizing of public spaces accommodating day visitors, and number of hotel rooms provided would have to reached, from an investment point of view, considering that the profitability of a hotel rests on people staying in beds over night, more than one night in particular. This is based on the principle that the amount of money gained over two nights marginally outweighs the amount of money spent on accommodating a tourist over that time. So the longer a tourist stays, the more profitable [Interview Craford : 2009]. But given that water would be a readily available abundant resource, and electricity supply would be subsidized by the LHWA for the community and their initiatives as part of their remuneration, the reduction in running costs would thus act in the favour of investors who would be able to marginally capitalize on day visitors too.
the Difacane were sent to “Mophatong” where young herd boys would tend to them away from the villages open grazing pastures, only bringing them home to be milked, have calves or be slaughtered for celebratory purposes. C is the “Khotla” where the villagers meet for discussions and feasts. And finally D is “Moreneng” the chiefs’ home. Following on is the settlement of the villagers.

A sports ground is proposed; for community interaction, a communal farm, whose produce will be sold at low prices to the community members. In addition, a clinic, a learning centre for farming methods, a school, the tourist resort, and a series of communal spaces where tourists can interact with locals are provided. Finally the proposal accommodates the potential for a water sports facility with a club house.

It is anticipated that through a partnership of the Lesotho Highlands Water Authority LHWA and the government [through rural upliftment programmes] the broad framework will be funded.

- Where community A has to be relocated, houses provided by the LHWA will be built as per their policy.
- The LHWA policy also proposes its own community upliftment programmes in the form of crop seeding and fish farming programmes.
- The remuneration packages for land will be offered to the locals as share ownership of specific implementations, i.e. shops, community farms, etc., so to keep the income generative.
- Government rural upliftment programmes will provide funds to build projects such as schools.
- Members of the community will be trained as educators and medical care givers in the time leading up to the building of the schools and clinic. They will be contractually bound to work for a period of time post training.
- Land for the hotel will be placed under a trust and leased out to investors to build. The dividends will then be paid out to the community members.
- The communities will be employed in the construction and day to day running of the framework proponents. Where possible, materials sourced on site will be used to reduce cost. All the while instilling a sense of pride in their indigenous building method and providing a sense of identity to the area.
- The scheme would be aligned with the construction of the dam so as to utilize heavy-duty construction equipment/machinery where necessary.
Refining the framework, as indicated above, the proposal suggests that the amenities be strung between the new relocated community of Tsekon and the existing community of Ha Konki. The activity spine would tie the two communities together. Central to the spine, equidistant from either community, the hotel would be positioned. Explorations in this direction indicated that the framework would to be directly in the path of the wind. Also, its positioning championed the interests of Communities A and B well above those of C, which would have to be catered for in the framework. A different direction would ultimately have to be explored. Above, on the right however, an initial impression was proposed for the framework in the current location.
Further exploration fleshed spatial requirements of the components to accommodate the required elements of each building. This was done so to determine sizing, which would impact placement and the spatial requirements of each building. With reference to the school for example, classroom sizes were based on a percentage of average household members that may require schooling. This applied to various schooling grades, provided preliminary estimations to sizing of school class rooms. In subsequent calculations, the housing to be designed was determined by the land portion each relocated household may require.

Drawing directly from the current lifestyle of the locals, the houses as designed were intended to be adequately accommodative with out being detached from the environment as current
trends tend towards. Inspiration was drawn from hillside settlements and farming methods of the locals. A language of terraced embankment was conceived and applied as a potential style for the hotel. The thatch roofs and gum poles however, were derived from current tourist trends in Lesotho. These "trend derivatives" initially appeared to be uninventive and were explored in depth. The underlying ideal was to refresh and reinvent existing architectural paradigms.
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